In this paper we show that generic Painlevé equations from different families are orthogonal. In particular, this means that there are no general Backlund transformations between Painlevé equations from the different families P I − P VI .
Introduction
As well known, the Painlevé equations P I − P VI are given by the following families of second order algebraic differential equations: where α, β, γ, δ ∈ C. They were isolated by Painlevé and Gambier as those ODE's of the form y ′′ = f (y, y ′ , t) (where f is rational over C) which have the Painlevé property: any local analytic solution extends to a meromorphic solution on the universal cover of P 1 (C) \ S , where S is the finite set of singularities of the equation (including the point at infinity if necessary).
An important feature of the families P II −P VI is the existence of the so-called general Backlund transformations that take solutions of a Painlevé equation in one family, to solutions of a different Painlevé equation in the same family. For example, given a solution z of P II (α), then it is not hard to see that S (z) = −z T + (z) = −z − α + 1/2 z ′ + z 2 + t/2 T − (z) = −z + α − 1/2 z ′ − z 2 − t/2 are solutions of P II (−α), P II (α + 1) and P II (α − 1) respectively. The transformations S , T + and T − generate a group G that provides a representation of the affine Weyl group of typeÃ 1 and it is known that similar observations can be made about the other equations P III − P VI . The general Backlund transformations have played a crucial role in the classification of algebraic and classical solutions of the Painlevé equations.
If we write X II (α) for the solution set of P II (α), in a differentially closed field, then we see that S , T + and T − give rise to infinite "finite-to-finite" differential relations (indeed one-to-one) between X II (α) and X II (−α), X II (α + 1) and X II (α − 1) respectively:
From a model theoretic standpoint this simply mean that for α 1/2 + Z, that is those α's where X II (α) is strongly minimal (see Definition 2.1 below), X II (α) is nonorthogonal to X II (−α), X II (α + 1) and X II (α − 1). Nonorthogonality is a fundamental notion in model theory and finding out whether two Painlevé equations are nonorthogonal is a very natural problem to tackle. Of course, the existence of the other Backlund transformations implies that there are equations within the other families P III − P VI that are nonorthogonal.
In this paper we show that generic Painlevé equations, that is those with parameters in general positions, from different families are orthogonal, answering a question of P. Boalch [1] . In particular, this means that there are no general Backlund transformations between Painlevé equations from the different families P I − P VI .
The paper is organized as follows. We set up our notations and introduce the basic notions from model theory and differential algebra in Section 2. We then, in Section 3, give a survey of the results around the (model theoretic) classification of the Painlevé equations as this will be needed in the proofs of our main results. Nonorthogonality in its various form is introduced and studied in Section 4 and finally Section 5 is where our main results (Proposition 5.1-5.6) are proved.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we fix a saturated model U = (U, +, −, ·, 0, 1, ∂) of DCF 0 , the theory of differentially closed fields of characteristic 0 with a single derivation in the language L ∂ =(+, −, ·, 0, 1, ∂) of differential rings. We assume that the cardinality of U is the continuum and so we can and will identify the field of constants of U with C, the field of complex numbers. We also fix once and for all an element t of U having the property that ∂(t) = 1.
As well known, DCF 0 is complete, has quantifier elimination and is ω-stable (cf. [5] ). Although not explicit, these properties play an important role in this paper. For a field K, K alg will denote its algebraic closure in the usual algebraic sense and by a definable set we mean a finite Boolean combination of affine differential algebraic varieties (or Kolchin closed sets). If a definable set X in U n is defined with parameters from a differential subfield K of U, we will say that X is defined over K and furthermore if y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) is a tuple from U, K y will denote the differential field K(y, y ′ , y ′′ , . . .), where y ′ is short for ∂(y) = (∂(y 1 ), . . . , ∂(y n )). Finally, as usual, given a tuple z from U, z ∈ K y alg means that the coordinates of z are in K y alg . This notion was introduce by Umemura [17] (see also the Appendix of [8] ) following ideas of Painlevé in his study of the first Painlevé equation. As we will see later, one of the big advances in the Painlevé theory is the full classification of all Painlevé equations that are irreducible with respect to classical functions.
If we denote by X ⊂ U the solution set of y ′′ = f (y, y ′ , t), then condition 1 in Definition 2.1 is equivalent to X being strongly minimal; namely, X is infinite and has no infinite co-infinite definable subsets. Strongly minimal sets are of fundamental importance in the study of differentially closed fields from the model theoretic standpoint and in [8] one can find a very detailed summary of the main results around the "geometry" of strongly minimal sets. In particular, in that paper one can find an explanation as to why there essentially are only three kinds of strongly minimal sets. When looking at the generic Painlevé equations only geometrically trivial ones are relevant.
Definition 2.2. Let X ⊂ U
n be strongly minimal. We say that X is geometrically trivial if for any countable differential field K over which X is defined, and for any y 1 , .., y ℓ ∈ X, denotingỹ i the tuple given by y i together with all its derivatives, if (ỹ 1 , . . . ,ỹ ℓ ) is algebraically dependent over K then for some i < j,ỹ i ,ỹ j are algebraically dependent over K.
Geometric triviality limits the possible complexity of the structure of a strongly minimal set. However, given a geometrically trivial strongly minimal set, there still is the problem of determining its precise structure.
Definition 2.3. Suppose X ⊂ U
n is a geometrically trivial strongly minimal set defined over some differential field K.
1. X is said to be strictly disintegrated over K if for any y ∈ X, we have that X ∩ K y alg = {y}.
X is said to be ω-categorical if for any y ∈ X, we have that X ∩ K y alg is finite.
So strict disintegratedness (resp. ω-categoricity) means that there is no (resp. very little) structure. It had been long conjectured that all geometrically trivial sets in DCF 0 are ω-categorical. However recently, Freitag and Scanlon have found examples of geometrically trivial sets which have rich binary structures ( [2] ). As we shall now see, the same is not true of the Painlevé equations. 3
The classification of the Painlevé equations
For each of the six families of Painlevé equations we will now give a summary of the various results around the classification of their solution sets. This will play an important role in the proofs of the main results. We direct the reader to the author's thesis [11] for more details about the results below. We will say that an equation in one of the Painlevé families is "generic" if the corresponding complex parameters are mutually generic, that is if they form an algebraically independent tuple of transcendental complex numbers. 
The first

The third Painlevé equation P III
For P III , Okamoto [15] (see also [19] ) shows that when working with generic parameters, it is enough to rewrite the equation as a 2-parameter family. [18] ). Let α, β ∈ C and let X IV (α, β) be the solution set in U of P IV (α, β)
Fact 3.3 ([7],[8],[9],[19]). Let v
1 , v 2 ∈ C and let X III (v 1 , v 2 ) be the solution sets in U of P III (v 1 , v 2 ) y ′′ = 1 y (y ′ ) 2 − 1 t y ′ + 4 t (v 1 + 1 − v 2 y 2 ) + 4y 3 − 4 y . Then 1. X III (v 1 , v 2 ) isy ′′ = 1 2y (y ′ ) 2 + 3 2 y 3 + 4ty 2 + 2(t 2 − α)y + β y . Then 1. X IV (α,β) is strongly minimal if and only if v 1 −v 2 Z or v 2 −v 3 Z or v 3 −v 1 Z, for any v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ∈ C with v 1 + v 2 + v 3 = 0 and such that α = 3v 3 + 1 and β = −2(v 2 − v 1 ) 2 .
P IV has algebraic solutions if and only if α, β satisfy one of the following condi-
tions:
2 , where n 1 , n 2 ∈ Z. Furthermore the algebraic solutions for these parameters are unique. 3. If α, β are mutually generic, then X IV (α, β) is geometrically trivial and strictly disintegrated over C(t).
The fifth Painlevé equation P V
The situation for P V is similar to the case of P III above, in that, in the light of certain transformations preserving the equation and by fixing δ = −1/2, P V can be written as a 3-parameter family. The analysis is carried out by Okamoto [14] and then Watanabe [20] 
The sixth Painlevé equation P VI
When looking at P VI , it is more convenient to work with its hamiltonian form.
Fact 3.8 ([4],[8],[9],[20]).
Let α = (α 0 , α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 ) ∈ C 5 be such that such that α 0 + α 1 + 2α 2 + α 3 + α 4 = 1 and let X VI (α) be the solution set in U of
Let M be the union of the hyperplanes given by {α i = n ∈ Z} for i = 0, 1, 3, 4 and {α 0 ± α 1 ± α 3 ± α 4 − 1 = m ∈ 2Z}.
1. If α 1 , α 3 , α 4 ∈ C are mutually generic, then for α 0 ∈ 2Z, X VI (α) is not strongly minimal. 2. If α 0 , α 1 , α 3 , α 4 are mutually generic then X VI (α) is is geometrically trivial and ω-categorical.
We do not give the results concerning the full classification of algebraic solutions as this is beyond the scope of this paper (cf. [4] ). However it is well known that for α 0 = α 1 = α 3 = α 4 = 0, X VI has infinitely many algebraic solutions over C(t). Indeed, X VI (0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0) can be identified with the smallest Zariski dense definable subgroup of the elliptic curve E t :
is what is called the Manin kernel of E t ). Algebraic solutions then corresponds to the torsion points E tor t . Furthermore, by applying Backlund transformations (see [13] ) one has the following: Fact 3.9. For α 0 , α 1 , α 3 , α 4 ∈ 1/2 + Z, X VI (α) has infinitely many algebraic solutions over C(t).
Conclusion
As we shall see in Section 5, the key points from this section that will play an important role in our strategy for the proofs of the main results are:
1. All the generic Painlevé equations are irreducible with respect to classical functions, geometrically trivial and ω-categorical (of course in most cases strictly disintegrated). 2. For each family, there are exceptional sets of complex parameters (e.g. Z and 1/2 + Z for P II ) where either algebraic solutions exist or strong minimality does not hold. 
Nonorthogonality
Let us now introduce the most important notion used in this paper: nonorthogonality. We restrict ourselves to strongly minimal sets (or types) as this is all we need for the Painlevé equations. We direct the reader to [16] for the more general context. Nonorthogonality is an equivalence relations on strongly minimal sets and given a family of strongly minimal sets, it is very natural to ask about nonorthogonalities within that family. Of course in the case of the Painlevé equations, the Backlund transformations are very relevant. For example, for X II (α) the bijection T + : X II (α) → X II (α + 1)
shows that for α 1/2 + Z, X II (α) is nonorthogonal to X II (α + 1).
Moreover, X II (α) and X II (α+1) are nonorthogonal in a very special way, namely one does not require extra parameters (other that α and t) to witness that they are nonorthogonal. It turns out that this is no coincidence but first we need a definition. So in particular if two generic members of the Painlevé family are nonorthogonal, then they are non weakly orthogonal. We now proceed to show that distinct generic Painlevé equations from any of the families are orthogonal.
On Transformations in the Painlevé Family.
In this section,
and X VI (α) will denote the sets of solution of the Painlevé equations as given to us in Section 3. Also as we have seen in Fact 3.5 and 3.6, for P IV (α, β) and P V (α, β, γ) by abuse of notation, we will sometime write X IV (α, β) and
The special case of P I
We show in section that X I is orthogonal to all the other generic Painlevé equations. We give a very detailed proof of the first proposition as this will be a model for many of the other cases. Proof. Let α ∈ C be generic and for contradiction, suppose that X I is non weakly orthogonal to X II (α) (this suffices by Fact 4.3). By definition, this means that there exists a finite-to-finite definable relation R ⊆ X I × X II (α) and that R is defined over  Q(α, t) alg . Since both X I and X II (α) are strictly disintegrated (by Fact 3.1 and Fact 3.2) and they have no elements in C(t) alg , it is not hard to see that R is the graph of a bijection between X I and X II (α). Let us suppose that R is defined by ϕ(x, y, α, t) and let (x, y, u, v) . So U | = σ(α, t) and by construction, U | = σ(α, t) implies thatα ∈ C and X I is in bijection with X II (α).
As C is strongly minimal and α generic, σ(α, t) is true for all but finitely manỹ α ∈ C. In particular for some α 0 ∈ 1/2 + Z, we have that U | = σ(α 0 , t) and hence X I is in bijection with X II (α 0 ). By Fact 3.2 X II (α 0 ) is not strongly minimal (and indeed contains an order 1 definable subset). This is impossible.
Similarly one has the following
Proposition 5.2. X I is orthogonal to the generic X III
and X VI (α).
Proof. In the case of the generic X IV (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) and X V (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) the same proof as the one given above works. One only need to replace 1/2 + Z by the appropriate exceptional sets. For X III (v 1 , v 2 ) and X VI (α) the only other slight modification is to replace the definable bijection R by one-to-finite maps (as the sets are only ω-categorical). But this does not pose any real problems.
Orthogonality in the remaining cases
Although the idea of the proofs are the same, when trying to prove for example that generic X II (α) is orthogonal to generic X III (v 1 , v 2 ) one needs to be more careful as the parameters are not necessarily assumed to be mutually generic. We start again with an easy case.
Proposition 5.3. The generic X II (α) is orthogonal to the generic X
Proof. Assume for contradiction the X II (α) is non weakly orthogonal to the generic
and so for notational simplicity we write 
alg . For contradiction, suppose that X II (α) is non weakly orthogonal to X(v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ). So we have as before a formula σ(u, w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , x) such that U | = σ(α, v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , t) and this expresses that X II (α) is in bijection with X(v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ). We then have to consider three sub-cases:
alg for any i j. All we have to do is quantify over v 3 say, that is we use the fact that U | = ∃v 3 σ(α, v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , t). As α Q(v 1 , v 2 ) alg and C is strongly minimal we can as before findṽ 1 
Choosing anyṽ 3 ∈ C witnessing this, we get a bijection between X II (α) and 1 , v 2 , v 3 , t) . This allows us again to findṽ 1 ∈ v 3 + Z such that U | = ∃v 2 σ(α,ṽ 1 , v 2 , v 3 , t) . Finally anỹ v 2 ∈ C making this true leads us to our contradiction.
alg say. This time all we have to do is to quantify over v 1 and the same argument works.
For the other cases, we need to change a little bit our strategy. We will this time use the results on algebraic solutions of the Painlevé equations. Proof. For contradiction, suppose that X II (α) is non weakly orthogonal to X III (v 1 , v 2 ). As before, we get a formula σ(u, w 1 , w 2 , x) such that U | = σ(α, v 1 , v 2 , t) and this expresses that there is a "1 to ≤2" map between X II (α) and X III (v 1 , v 2 ). This follows from strict disintegratedness of X II (α) and ω-categoricity of X III (v 1 , v 2 ) (more precisely Remark 3.4 gives that for any y ∈ X III (v 1 , v 2 ) the cardinality of X III (v 1 , v 2 ) ∩ C(t) y alg is at most 2).
We then quantify over α, that is use that U | = ∃ασ(α, v 1 , v 2 , t). As v 1 and v 2 are mutually generic, we can first chooseṽ 1 ∈ (v 2 −1) +2Z (and have U | = ∃ασ(α,ṽ 1 , v 2 , t)) and thenṽ 2 ∈ Z so that U | = ∃ασ(α,v 1 ,ṽ 2 , t) wherev 1 =ṽ 2 − 1 + 2m for some m ∈ Z. Choosing anyα ∈ C witnessing this, we have that there is a "1 to ≤2" map between X II (α) and X III (v 1 ,ṽ 2 ). By Proof. For (i) the exact same proof as Proposition 5.4, where one just needs to quantify over α and β, works. For (ii) Arguing by contradiction, we have U | = σ(α, β, α 1 , β 1 , γ 1 , t) witnessing that there is a bijection between X IV (α, β) and X V (α 1 , β 1 , γ 1 ). Again by quantifying over α and β and moving α 1 , β 1 and γ 1 into an appropriate set where X V has 2 algebraic solutions (as given to us by Remark 3.7(ii)), we are done as X IV (α, β) can only have at most 1 algebraic solution.
Finally we look at orthogonality to the sixth Painlevé equation. Proof. One just uses the same trick as the proof of Proposition 5.4: We want to prove that the generic X VI (α) is orthogonal to X(v), where X(v) is any of the above generic sets.
Arguing by contradiction we get U | = σ(v, α 0 , α 1 , α 3 , α 4 , t) witnessing that there is a finite-to-finite map between X VI (α) and X(v). Quantifying over v, we can move α 0 , α 1 , α 3 and α 4 one by one into the set of half integers. On one side by Fact 3.8 we then have infinitely many algebraic solutions whereas on the other side X(ν) (for any ν) can only have finitely many (Fact 3.2, 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6). A contradiction. 9
Finally one should note that the above arguments does not work when trying to show that generic X II (α) are orthogonal to generic X IV (α 1 , β 1 ) and similarly that generic X III (v 1 , v 2 ) are orthogonal to generic X V (α, β, γ). This is in part because the overall structure of each of the pairs of equations are very similar.
